Manchester Master’s Bursary 2019
This form is to help you gather the required evidence for your application for a Manchester
Master’s Bursary.
You must have the evidence requested for each of the criteria that apply to you. If you do not
have any of the documents below (for a criterion that applies to you), please email us before
you submit the form for advice.
‘Mandatory’
or
‘if applicable’
Mandatory

Item

A 'supporting statement': please tell us, in no more than 400 words, how
being awarded the Manchester Master's Bursary would make a difference
to you. Please note that all applicants are required to submit a supporting
statement.
Please draft this in a Word document. You will be asked to upload it (along
with the other documents) on the final page of the form.
Students who have faced challenging personal circumstances (during
their undergraduate studies and / or prior to entry) are encouraged to
include this information here. For example, this could include students with
caring responsibilities for another family member, or students with asylum
seeker/refugee status. Whilst not part of the bursary criteria, we
encourage applications from BAME students.

Mandatory

Student Finance notification of award letter for the full amount of
maintenance award received during your undergraduate course.

If applicable

If you have been in Local Authority care for at least 13 weeks, a letter
from the Local Authority confirming this.

If applicable

If your home postcode on entry to undergraduate study meets the
relevant geo-demographic indicator (check here to see if it scores a
'yes' flag), a Student Loan Company letter showing postcode on entry to
undergraduate study.

If applicable

If you received the Disabled Students' Allowance or support from
your undergraduate institution's disability support office, a Student
Finance notification of award letter, and/or a letter confirming the support
you received from your undergraduate university’s disability support
office.

If applicable

If you have been recognised (or are the partner or child of someone
who has been recognised) as a refugee or asylum seeker or been
granted humanitarian protection status by the UK government, a
document with evidence of your current immigration status.

